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Introduction

This is the report of our participation in the connected greenhouses project for Les Jardin du
Coteau. This document will allow you to understand clearly what does the project consist of,
how the project is structured, how we managed our project, what are the problems that we
identified, the solutions that we proposed, and what can be improved.

Presentation of the project

Context
This project consists of a device for the farmers of Les Jardins du Coteau which proposes to
them to have a graphic view of different variables linked to the condition of the different
greenhouses such as temperature, humidity … When we started the project, the system
could not save the Grafana settings, had a different code organization

The technologies involved in the project

The ChirpStack open-source LoRaWAN Network Server stack provides open-source
components for LoRaWAN networks.
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Node-RED is a flow-based development tool for visual programming originally developed by
IBM to connect hardware devices, APIs, and online services as part of the Internet of
objects.

InfluxDB is a high-performance time-series oriented database management system

Grafana is free software released under the Apache 2.0 license that enables data
visualization. It allows you to create dashboards and graphs from several sources including
temporal databases such as InfluxDB.

Docker is a virtualization software it is essential for this project. It is often used when you
want to develop with microservice architecture.
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Our goal :

● Save of the Grafana dashboard settings

● Creation of a functional Thingsboard docker

● Rearrange the code

● In collaboration with the IESE allow Node-Red to decode the
message frames coming from the water storage
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Organization

Using Gitlab to organize our workflow
This project required some form of organization, and for that, we decided to use the tools
provided by GitLab: mainly the issues and milestones.

Milestones

Figure 3.1: Some of the Milestones of our project

The milestones are the big part of the project and each milestone requires multiple issues to
be resolved. At the beginning of the project we listed our goals and each big goal was
transformed into a milestone. For each milestone a member responsable of it was chosen.

Issues

Figure 3.2: Some issues with their tag

The issues are the subproblem of a milestone. Each issue has labels : these labels indicate
the priority of the issue from “prio1” the most important to “prio3” the less important, and its
type : “test” or “Documentation”.
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Trying to use continuous integration tools

We tried to set up automatic tests through the Gitlab CI pipeline. As this was a fairly minor
task we didn't spend much time on it and when we got stuck with a bug we stopped. The CI
we tried to set up was a simple test to see if the Node-Red docker image could be created.

Figure 3.3: .gitlab-ci.yml file

In figure 3.3 you can see the file .gitlab-ci.yml that is the file that gives the instruction on
what the runner should do to test our code. In our file, we see that we use the services
docker_dind and the runner will just execute the command :

docker build -f jdc-st-cassien/docker/nodered/Dockerfile .

If this command is executed correctly the test will be considered a success.

We believe that the bug that we encountered was linked to how the IMAG runner used for
the pipeline was configured but were not really sure about that. This task was abandoned
but we think that if the project continues it would be a good idea to ensure the
non-regression of the codebase and that is why we are presenting what we did.
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Robustness of the implementation

Saving the modification of the dashboard of Grafana outside of the
Docker

It was one of the main objectives of the project, we took a lot of time to look through the
documentation to understand how dockers work. Two main goals, understand how to create
a save of certain documents outside of the container (which works on all the software except
Grafana) and understand what was already implemented and what it did.

Figure 4.1: Files “.yml”

The dockers are launched by docker-compose.yml, the other files “.yml” give the
configuration for the software. Here the file grafana.yml :

Figure 4.2: grafana.yml before the modification

The first way that we explored to fix the problem was the study of a Grafana update. Indeed,
after long research, we often came across a treatment of environment variables that had
changed due to software updates. This seemed to us to be consistent with the problem we
were encountering, in fact, if the changes were stored only as environment variables, the
save could not work. This was followed by a long study of the parameters of Grafana and its
dashboards. So we searched for a long time what could be the configuration problem in the
grafana.yml and dashboard.yml files.
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Figure 4.3: dashboard.yml file

The second way that we studied was if the system doesn’t work with environment variables,
where Grafana could save this file. We used the command : docker exec -it
name_of_image bash to navigate inside the docker and we found that it was in grafana.db.
The previous code only used a volume the directory /var/lib/grafana/dashboards/ but this
directory isn’t used to save the dashboard. So we create a volume for the directory
/var/lib/grafana/, but in this volume, all the plugins installed are also saved which takes a lot
of memory.

Figure 4.4: Files tree of the repertory /var/lib/grafana/

After understanding which files were updated after the modification of the dashboard, we
conclude that the only file useful to save the dashboard is “grafana.db”, the file is code in
SQLite. In order to save the change, we need to create a new volume for this file. Hence the
previous code was the same except for line 13 which created a volume for the file
“grafana.db”.
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Figure 4.5: grafana.yml after the modification

Reorganizing the codebase to improve its understandability

One of the problems that we encountered is the fact that the codebase was not clear. For
example, the README inside docker was relative to an old project that is no longer used.
Also, the .gitignore file was not ignoring the node_modules directory leading to a git
repository very big for no apparent reason. The main part of the project was inside the
directory jdc/ the other directories were for the old project.

The change that we made are the following:
- An archive/ directory was made for the old project.
- The content of the jdc/ directories was put inside jdc-st-cassien/
- The .gitignore was changed to ignore the node_modules repertory.
- A README.md relative to the project was also made

These changes make the repertory much more clear for someone coming for the first time
on this project and made the repertory more maintainable. In Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 you
can see the change that we made.

Figure 4.6: Directory tree before the
reorganization

Figure 4.7: Directory tree after our
reorganization
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Collaboration with the IESE to add new sensors

Adding new decoder to Node-red for the new Larawan frames
A team from IESE was working on the project in parallel to add STM32 cards to the
installation. But as they only had access to ChirpStack and Grafana they needed us to do a
decoder in Node-Red to be able to insert the new frames in the InfluxDB database.

We organized a meeting with the IESE team and concluded that we will create a document
indicating the convention that we will follow to name the different fields inside of InfluxDB.
This document can be found here :
https://gricad-gitlab.univ-grenoble-alpes.fr/Projets-INFO4/20-21/11/docs/-/blob/master/Node-
red_documentation.md

With this document, we can create the decoders which consist of javascript script inside a
function node in our Node-Red flow.

For example here is the code for the WaterStorage decoder :

WaterStorage_Payload = {

'decodeUp': function (payload) {

var value = {};

value["Battery_WS"] = payload.object.digitalInput[0];

value["Distance_WS"] = payload.object.digitalInput[1];

value["Temperature_WS"] = payload.object.temperatureSensor[2];

return value;

}

}

To create these decoders we created a workbench (Figure 5.1) composed of frame emitting
nodes that can simulate the emission of a Lorawan frame by ChirpStack, linked to a function
node where we put the code of the decoder and a debug. The end of the functions node is
linked to a debug node so in the debug display we see the frame before and after the
decoding.
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Figure 5.1: Test workbench of the newly developed decoder

In the end, we put all the news decoders inside the already existing node “Decode STM32”
so the final Node-Red flow is pretty much the same as the old one.

Figure 5.2: The end result
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Exploring the Thingsboard solution

Thingsboard as Grafana is a tool to print show data. This software can replace Grafana as it
is also open source and can be connected directly to Chirpstack without transforming the
data through Node-red.

To build the docker, we add a file “thingsboard.yml” and in “docker-compose.yml” we add
the service Thingsboard, also all the versions were updated to 2.2 in order to create the
container.

Figure 6.1: docker-compose.yml Figure 6.2: thingsboard.yml

ThingsBoard uses two volumes, which are in the repertory configuration/thingsboard/. In
order to work it’s important to allow the docker to modify the access right of the repertories
data/ and logs/. Also, the owner of the repertories must be changed to 799 :

sudo chown -R 799:799 configuration/thingsboard/data

sudo chown -R 799:799 configuration/thingsboard/logs

These allow the docker for Thingsboard to start properly, and to save the changes of the
dashboard after the destruction of a docker. But after tweaking some parameters to connect
Thingsboard with ChripStack, we didn’t succeed in transmitting data to Thingsboard.
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Figure 6.3: Files tree of the
repertory Thingsboard

Figure 6.4: Files tree of the repertory after the creation of the
docker

Improve the organization and documentation of the code

Google document of project resources

One of the first things that we did is to make a special document where we could find all the
different resources of the project. We did that during the beginning of the project because at
this time we were discovering the Docker chain and it was really hard to understand correctly
how to build the different container images. The first documentation of the dockers
configuration was in this document. It seems to us a good idea to have an easy access
document where we could find the different resources of the project, we also add many links
which could be interesting in order to fix the problems or things that we could work on.

Adding documentation about the configuration of the dockers

We introduced a README in our git to have a clear document that explains how you have to
configure the docker. You will also find in this document how to fix one of the possible errors
that you can have when you will try to build and run the docker. There is also some help
about installation and some important commands to study how Docker works.
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Figure 7.1: Screenshot of our Wiki air page

Conclusion
To conclude, our goal was to allow to save the change of the dashboard of Grafana in a file,
to reorganize the files tree of the project and to put in a repertory the legacy code, to help
the IESE to add new sensors and finally to implement a docker for Thingsboard and test it.
Except for Thingsboard where we couldn’t make it work, we check all our objectives. Only
Thingsboard remained unfinished and we didn’t understand how to correct it.

In the future, Thingsboard could really be implemented and tested. Also, Node-red has a
flow that centralizes all the json data and needs to parse a lot for the treatment, thus it can
be improved by separating the flow between the sensors. Another solution could be to get rid
of Node-red and treat the data directly from Chirpstack.
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